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Introduction
This booklet includes equivalence statements and
notifications issued by various education bodies including
government departments and examination boards in India.
Cambridge International AS & A Level, Cambridge IGCSE
and Cambridge O levels have long been recognized by the
Association of Indian Universities (AIU) and this
information is published in the ‘Equivalence of Foreign
degrees’ published by the AIU. We work closely with state
education departments and examination boards in India to
ensure candidates with Cambridge qualifications are able
to progress into the Indian education system.

A note about this document:
- Statements from universities and other higher
education institutions are not listed in this document.
Please refer to “Cambridge AS and A Level Acceptance
Statements from India”
- Please check the Recognitions database for other
statements and notifications here
www.cambridgeinternational.org/recognitionsearch
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National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS)
http://nios.ac.in/media/documents/prospectus/AcadProspectus_2017_18.pdf
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Gujarat Department of Education

Policy for giving NOC and equivalence to institutions
affiliated to CBSE, ICSE, Cambridge, IB & other
boards‐ for secondary & higher secondary schools
Gujarat Government
Resolution no. MSHB/2008/1406/6
Education department,
Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar.
Dt: 6/1/2009
Ref: 1) education dept. circular no. MSHB/2005/1339/chh dated
23/12/05
Preface:
As per (1) above & Board’s bylaws for secondary & higher secondary
schools, the schools seeking affiliation to CBSE, ICSE & other Indian
govt. boards were issued NOC. As of now, there has been no provision
for issuing NOC to boards other than the state govt. & Indian govt.
boards. Due to this issuing of NOC to schools seeking affiliation to
such boards gets delayed inordinately. In the Global Investors Summit
2009, the state govt. has identified the education sector also as a
separate investment sector. Keeping this in mind, healthy competition
is welcomed to improve the quality of education. For this purpose,
the govt. was considering a comprehensive policy to expedite the
process of quickly issuing an NOC to the schools seeking affiliation
with the Indian govt. as well as international aforesaid boards (IB,
Geneva or Cambridge University, London).
Resolution:
It is resolved, following a careful contemplation, to issue an NOC to
schools seeking affiliation with CBSE & ICSE boards of Indian govt.
as well as international boards (IB, Geneva or Cambridge University,
London) under the following conditions:
1. The school(s) seeking the NOC shall submit an application to
Sachvshri, Gujarat secondary & higher secondary board ‐ Gandhinagar
with the information as per annexture‐ 1. The application‐ fees will
be finalized by Gujarat secondary & higher secondary board‐
Gandhinagar, which will be uniform for all the boards as mentioned
in the preface. The school(s) will have to submit along with the
application an undertaking showing their willingness to follow all
the rules & regulation as laid down by the concerned board.
2. The application would be verified with Gujarat secondary & higher
secondary board‐ Gandhinagar and a proposal would then have to be
submitted to the govt. with the information as shown in the annexture‐
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2.; and if need be, the information related to following matters would
have to be sought from the DEO (District Educational Officer):
1. BU permission, local taxes etc
2. If the proposed site for school‐ building is appropriate form
health & hygiene point of view and give reasons if not.
3. If the school‐ building is appropriate from the safety & security
viewpoint (e.g. safety measures for the hazards/calamity like fire,
earthquake etc have been effected or no, and give reasons if not)
4. If the commencement of school at the proposed site in any way
comes in to conflict with the local laws or no and supply reasons
if so.
3. The board will have to demand necessary information within 10
working days from the receipt of the application from the institute
from the concerned DEO only if inevitable and the concerned DEO will
have to send to the Board all the required information/clear verdict
within 10 working days following the site‐ inspection, failing which
the investigation will have to be carried out by another officer and
the proposal along with clear verdict/opinion be sent to the Education
Department within 30 working days without fail.
4. Once application having been received, all the formalities
including the aforesaid (3) for issuing the NOC will have to be
completed within 45 working days. This limit can be extended up to 60
days in special cases. The NOC is to be issued with permission from
Principal Secretary (education).
5. The NOC given to the applicant institute will be valid for 6 months
from the date of issuing. The onus of acquiring the affiliation with
the concerned board rests with the applicant school, failing which
the applicant school will have to submit application with valid reason
to the state govt. for the extension of the NOC validity for another
six months. In absence of receipt of any such application made to the
govt; the NOC would automatically be deemed null & void.
6. Within
will have
concerned
secondary

the time‐ frame as mentioned in (5), the applicant school
to submit an attested copy of the affiliation with the
board to the state govt. & Gujarat secondary & higher
board‐ Gandhinagar.

7. The state govt. shall in no way be responsible for any fiscal,
administrative or any other liability for the applicant school
receiving the NOC.
8. Those institutes to have received the NOC and acquired affiliation
with the other boards will have to submit an attested copy there of to
Gujarat secondary & higher secondary board‐ Gandhinagar and get the
registration done. The responsibility of issuing equivalence
certificate to those students of such schools wanting to migrate to
the state board will be of Gujarat secondary & higher secondary board‐
Gandhinagar. Gujarat secondary & higher secondary board‐ Gandhinagar
will & cannot be held responsible for issuing of such an equivalence
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certificate unless the institute has registered itself with Gujarat
secondary & higher secondary board‐ Gandhinagar.
9. Investigation/verification will and could be carried out by the
concerned DEO for the grievances/complaints received concerning (1),
(2), (3) & (4) in point no. 2 and the report for the same will have
to be submitted for necessary actions‐ to‐ be‐ taken to concerned
central/international board through Gujarat secondary & higher
secondary board‐ Gandhinagar.
10. A certain norms/rules & regulation have been framed by the
Association of Indian Universities, New Delhi giving accreditation to
the different boards of Indian govt. as well as other boards as even
giving equivalence to the results of std. XII. All these norms/rules
& regulations will have to be followed by all the universities in
Gujarat in order to give admission in higher studies/str eams courses,
and the universities have to notify the same to that effect to all
the colleges affiliated under them respectively. In this regard,
acknowledgement of acceptance of all the instructions of this
resolution will have to be intimated to the Education Department
within maximum 6 months.
11. The circular dated 23/12/05 of this department as mentioned in
the preface stands cancelled and null and void in toto.
By order & on behalf of
The Governor of Gujarat
(P N Vachhani)
Deputy secretary, Education Department
Enclosures: annexture‐ 1 (pp. 6 to 7) and annexture‐ 2 (page 8)
CCs to:
Secretary to Hon. CM, sachivalaya‐ Gandhinagar
Educational advisor to Hon. CM, sachivalaya‐ Gandhinagar
PA to Hon. Education minister, sachivalaya‐ Gandhinagar
PA to Hon. State education minister, sachivalaya‐ Gandhinagar
PA to Hon. State level Education minister, sachivalaya‐ Gandhinagar
PA to Hon. State level Higher education minister, sachivalaya ‐
Gandhinagar
Deputy Secretary to chief secretary, sachivalaya‐ Gandhinagar
Private Secretary to Principal secretary (education), sachivalaya ‐
Gandhinagar
Private secretary to Secretary (primary education), sachivalaya‐
Gandhinagar
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Secretary, Gu.Sec. & HSc. Edu.board, Gandhinagar
Commissioner, schools, Dr. Jivraj Mehta bhavan, guj. State,
Gandhinagar
Commissioner, higher education, Dr. Jivraj Mehta bhavan, guj. State,
Gandhinagar
Director, primary education, Dr. Jivraj Mehta bhavan, guj. State,
Gandhinagar
All depts. of secretary/principal secretary/ principal secretary‐
sachivalay
All deputy secretary/vice‐ secretary, edu.dept; sachivalaya‐
Gandhinagar
All DEOs (District Education Officer)
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Gujarat Secondary and Higher Secondary Education Board
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Haryana Board of School Education
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Himachal Pradesh School Education Board
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Jammu & Kashmir State Board of School Education
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Karnataka Department of Pre-U Education
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Madhya Pradesh Board of Secondary Education
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Madhya Pradesh Board of Secondary Education (cont.)
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Maharashtra Board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education
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Meghalaya Board of School Education
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Punjab School Education Board
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Rajasthan Board of Secondary Education
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Telangana Board of Secondary Education
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Telangana Board of Secondary Education (cont.)
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Uttarakhand Board of School Education
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West Bengal Council of Higher Education
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